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CONTRACTIONS SIMILAR TO ISOMETRIES 
VLADIMfR KORDULA, Praha 
(Received December 20, 1991) 
In the present paper we investigate properties of contractions on a Hilbert space 
which are similar to isometries. A contraction is considered to be a compression 
of an isometry V to a V*-invariant subspace H. A criterion for similarity of this 
compression to an isometry is given in terms of the space H. As a consequence, we 
obtain some known criteria for a contraction to be similar to an isometry as well as 
some new results. 
PRELIMINARY 
Let M b e a Hilbert space and A a closed subspace of H. As usual, we denote by 
AL the orthocomplement of A in H and by P(A) the orthogonal projection of H 
onto A. The algebra of all bounded linear operators on H is denoted by B(H). 
An operator T € B(H) is said to be similar to an isometry if there exists a 
boundedly invertible operator C € B(H) and an isometry Z £ B(H) such that 
T = C~lZC. 
It is easy to see that the fact that the isometry Z acts on the same space H as T 
is not important. 
Indeed, if T = D"lZ'D with D\H-+H' invertible, Z' an isometry on W, then 
the operator • = (D*D)xl2D~l G B(H') is a unitary operator, and consequently, T 
is similar to the isometry • Z / * ~ l € B(H). 
Let T 6 B(H) be a contraction (i.e. \T\ ^ 1). Since the sequence of operators 
|j»*nynj ls nonincreasing, the limit lim T*
n7m in the strong operator topology 
n—+00 
exists and we can define a nonnegative operator 




\A(T)x\ = lim |Tnx|, 
n—*oo 
we have 
\A(T)Tx\ = \A(T)x\. 
It follows that there exists an isometry W(T) on Ran A(T) such that 
,4(F)T= W(T)A(T). 
The just introduced concept allows us to give a simple generally known character-
ization of a contraction which is similar to an isometry. 
Lemma 1. A contraction T G B(7i) is similar to an isometry if and only if A(T) 
is invertible. 
P r o o f . If T is similar to an isometry, i.e. if CTC~l = Z is an isometry for 
some invertible operator C we have 
|F n x | = | C - 1 Z n C x | > I d " 1 • \ZnCx\ = \C\~l • |Cx| ^ I d " 1 • IC"1!"1 • \x\. 
Hence 
\A(T)z\2\C\-l-\C-l\-l-\*\-
Since the operator A(T) is nonnegative and bounded from below, we deduce that 
A(T) is invertible. 
On the other hand, if A(T) is invertible then the isometry W(T) acts on the whole 
of U and T is similar to W(T). D 
CONTRACTIONS SIMILAR TO ISOMETRIES 
Let us consider a contraction T G B(H) which is similar to an isometry Z G 
B(H)\ Z = CTC~l. Let H = 1lz <$SZ be the Wold decomposition of the isometry 
Z, i.e. both spaces 7ZZ,SZ are Z-reducing, Z\1ZZ is a unitary operator, Z\SZ is 
oo 
a unilateral shift. The spaces HZ,SZ can be expressed as 7lz = f] Z
nH,Sz = 
n = l 
{x; lim Z*nx = 0}. 
n—*oo 
Since the isometry Z is the direct sum of Z\HZ and Z\SZ, we will be interested 
in the structure of the two parts Z\llz, Z\SZ. 
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A unilateral shift is up to unitary equivalence determined by its multiplicity which 
is equal to the dimension of the kernel of its adjoint. The multiplicity of the unilateral 
shift Z\Sz is equal to 
dimker(Z|*Sz)* = dimkerZ*|Sz = dimkerZ* = dimkerT*. 
That is why we will be interested above all in the structure of the operator Z\lZz> 
Using the fact that C is invertible we can express the operator Z\lZz as 
OO OO oo 
Z\nz = CTC~
l\ pi ZnH = CTC~l\ p | ZnCH = CTC~X\C f] TnH = 
n = l n = l n = l 
OO OO OO 
= (C\ P| T"H)(T\ f] T"H)(C\ p | TnH)~\ 
n = l n = l n = l 
As a consequence we obtain 
Lemma 2. Let a contraction T be similar to an isometry Z. Then ZYlZz is similar 
CO 
to T\ fl TnH. 
n = \ 
We will use the notation 
OO 
A = p | TnH, 
n-l 
B = {x; lim T*nx = 0}. 
n—•OO 
Lemma 3. Let T be a contraction similar to an isometry Z = CTC~l, then 
H = A®B. 
P r o o f . Take an a G A. Let cn be such that a = T
ncn(n G N). For 6 G B we 
have 
|(a,6)| = \(Tncn,6)| = |(c„,T*"6)| ^ |cn | • |T ' "6 | ^ \C~
l\ • \Ccn\ • |T*"6| = 
= | C - ' | • | z " C c „ | • |T*n6| ^ IC"1! • \C\ • \C~lZnCcn\ • \T*
nb\ = 
= | C - 1 | | C | | a | . | T * " 6 | . 
Since T*n —• 0 as n tends to infinity we obtain (a, 6) = 0 and, consequently, the 
spaces A and B are orthogonal. 
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On the other hand, the orthocomplement AL can be expressed as 
A-=\/ kerT*nC/3, 




In order to obtain a criterion for a contraction to be similar to an isometry we will 
apply some facts from the dilation theory (cf. [1]). 
Let T E B(H) be a contraction. Then there exists a Hilbert space K D H and an 
isometry V G B(K) such that 
Tn = P(H)Vn\H ( O O ) , 
oo 
K = V VnH. 
n = 0 
The isometry V is uniquely determined up to unitary equivalence and is called the 
minimal isometric dilation of T. The above conditions imply 
V*HCH, 
or equivalently, 
TP(H) = P(H)V 
Our aim now is to obtain some relation between T\A and V. Let K = 7v 0 S be 
the Wold decomposition of the minimal isometric dilation V of T. 
Lemma 4. Let T be a contraction similar to an isometry. Then T\ f] TnH is 
n = l 
similar to the unitary operator V\ll. 
P r o o f . Let T be a contraction similar to an isometry Z = CTC~l. Since 
TP(H) = P(H)V we have T* = V*\H and 
T*P(^) = V*P(.4). 
According to Lemma 3 we have 
P(B)T*P(A) = V*P(A) - P(A)T*P(A). 
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Applying P(BL) we obtain 
P(BL)(V*P(A) - (T\A)*P(A)) = 0. 
Since S = {x e K; V*nx -> 0} we have B = Sf)n and 71 C BL. In particular, 
P(7l)(V*P(A) - (T\A)*P(A)) = 0. 
Using the fact that the space 71 is V-reducing we obtain 
(V\n)(P(n)\A) = (P(n)\A)(T\A)\ 
or equivalently, 
(p(n)\A)'(v\n) = (T\A)(P(n)\A)'. 
It remains to prove that the operator Q = P(7l)\A is invertible. 
Since Vn is an isometry the projection onto the space VnK is equal to VnV*n. 
CO 
Since 71 = f] VnK we have, for hen, 
n = \ 
P(П)Һ = lim VnV*nh = lim VnT*nh 
П—>oo n—*oo 
and 
| 2 = lim \VnT*na\ = lim \T*na\2 
n—+oo n—>oo 
for a £ A. Further, let cn be such that a = T^Cn (n € N). Using the fact that 
KT^T")1!2!-!2 = |T"x|2 and Lemma 1 we have 
\T*na\ = |T*nTnc,,| = |[(T*nTn)1l2]2cn | = |T"(T*
nTn)1 l2cn | ^ 
^ lo r 1 • IC-1!"1 • |(T*nT")1l2c.,| = 
= |Cr1- |C-1 | -1- |T"c„| = |C|-1-|C-1 |-1 . |a|. 
Thus 
iQai^ icr^ ic- ' r -H, 
ill other words, Q is bounded from below. It suffices to prove that 
71 0 Ran Q = ker Q* = ker P(A)\7l = {()}. 
Let us consider r £ R such that P(A)r = 0. Since 71 C BL we have also 
P(n)r = P(A)r + P(B)r = 0, 
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or equivalently, r EHL. 
Using the fact that V\1Z is a unitary operator and VHL C HL we obtain, for 
nG N, 
0 = P(H)r = P(ft)VnV*nr = P(H)Vn(P(H) + P(7Y1))V*nr = 
= P(W)VnP(7i)V*nr = TnP(H)V*nr. 
Since T n is injective we have P(?i)V*nr = 0 so that 
|r| = |V* n r | = \P(HL)V*nr\ = \(V\HL)*nr\. 
The fact that V\HL is a shift operator (i.e. (V\HL)*n -* 0) completes the proof. 
D 
Put t ing together Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 we conclude that operators Z\1ZZ and 
V|??. are similar. Since both operators are unitary they are even unitarily equivalent. 
In particular, in view of Lemma 4 we obtain that two isometries are similar if and 
only if they are unitarily equivalent. Further, since d imkerT* -̂  d imkerV* there 
exists a V-invariant subspace M of K such that V\M is unitarily equivalent to Z 
and hence V\M is similar to T. Let yV be a V-invariant subspace of K. It follows 
from P(H)VP(H) = P(H)V tha t 
T(P(H)\N) = (P(H)\M)(V\N). 
We know that there exists a V-invariant subspace M of K such that T is similar 
to V|yVf. We will show now that there exists a V-invariant subspace Af of K such 
tha t P(H)\Af is invertible. First, we will prove the following simple lemma. 
L e m m a 5. Let £,T be closed subspaces of a Hilbert space K. Then £ 4- T = K 
(i.e. K is the direct sum of £ and T) if and only if P(£L)\T is an invertible operator 
from T onto £L. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to observe that 
£ n T = {0} <£> P(£L)\T is injective, 
£ + T = K <£> P(£L)\T is surjective. 
D 
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Proposition 6. Let T be a contraction, let V be its minimal isometric dilation. 
Then T is similar to an isometry if and only if tbere exists a V-invariant subspace 
J\f of K such that 
N + n- = AC, 
or equivalently, the operator P(n)\N is invertible. 
P r o o f . If there exists a subspace JV such that VN C M and P(n)\M is 
invertible then T is similar to an isometry as a consequence of the relation 
T(P(H)\Af) = (P(H)\Af)(V\Af). 
Conversely, let a contraction T £ B(n) be similar to an isometry U G H(?i),T = 
C~lUC. Suppose that £ is a subspace of K such that VC C C and nL + C = /C. 
According to Lemma 5 the operator X = P(Ji)\C\ C —> n is invertible and so 
X"1T= VX~l. 
Using the fact that 
C~XU = TC~l 
we obtain 
( K - 1 c - 1 ) U = V(N-1c-1), 
so the operator A r _ 1 C _ 1 intertwines U and the minimal isometric dilation V of T. 
Let us observe that P(n)X~lC~l = C" 1 and C = R a n K - 1 . 
On the other hand, by virtue of the Lifting Theorem the relation C~lU = TC~l 
implies that there exists an operator Y : n —» K such that 
YU = VY, 
P(n)Y = C~1. 
That is why we set 
JV = Ran YC. 
First, VyC = yUC = YCT, hence WV C AT. Since 
YCP(n)YCP(n) = ycc - 1 cP (7^) = YCP(n) 
the operator YCP(n) is an idempotent and AT = RanyCP(?t!). It remains to show 
that 
kerYCP(n) = nL. 
Indeed, 
7Y1 C ker YCP(H) C ker P(H)YCP{H) = ker P(7Y) = nL. 
The proof is complete. • 
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The just proved condition for a contraction to be similar to an isometry has the 
following equivalent form. 
Lemma 7. The following conditions are equivalent. 
1° There exists a subspace JV of K such that 
VN cN, 
HL+Af = K. 
2° There exists an operator L: S —• HL such that 
LP(S)\HL=ln^ 
L(V\S) = (V\HL)L. 
Moreover, condition 1° implies 71 C JV. 
P r o o f . Assume that 1° holds. We set 
X = P(H)\Af, 
l = (\-X~lP(H)) 
and 
L = L\S:S->HL. 
The operator L is idempotent, equals the identity on HL and vanishes just on JV, 
hence Ran L = HL. Take a k £ K and its decomposition with respect to K = HL+Af> 
k = hL+n} (h
L eHL,neAf). 
It follows that 
LVk = LVhL + LVn = VhL = VLhL + VLn = VLk. 
In particular, we have also 
L(V\S) = (V\HL)L. 
Since VJTi"1 is a shift operator we obtain 
oo oo oo 
In = I p| vnK c f] vniK c fl vnnx = {o}. 
n = l n = l n = l 
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Thus we obtain It C M. Consequently, for / i 1 E W 1 we have 
LP(S)hL = L(P(S) + P(U))hL = hL. 
On the other hand, assume 2° and set 
Af = kerLP(S). 
It is obvious that 
VM CN. 
Since LP(S)LP(S) = LP(S) the operator LP(S) is an idempotent and its range 
is equal to 7iL. Thus 
HL+Af = JC. 
Condition 2° as a criterion for similarity of a contraction to an isometry was proved 
by Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ [2]. From this criterion another criterion for similarity of a 
contraction to an isometry in terms of the characteristic function was derived in [2]. 
We also derive this criterion from Proposition 6 and Lemma 7 but in a different way. 
First, let us recall one of the definitions of the Hardy space H2(£) (cf. [1]). 
Let £ be a separable Hilbert space. We denote by H2(£) the space of all functions 
with values in £ which are analytic in the unit disc and their Taylor coefficients are 




£A*a* = 5 > t |
a (o*€Í). 
Let T 6 B(H) be a contraction, let V be its minimal isometric dilation. As usual, 
we use the notation 
D = ( l - T * T ) 1 l 2 , V = Ra~n~D, 
D.=(\- TT')l<2, V = RanD., 
C = (V-T)H, 
C. = (I- VT')H. 
Let <p: C —• V be an isometry defined on the space (V — T)H by the formula 
<p(V-T)h = Dh (heH). 
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Clearly, <p is a unitary mapping of C onto V. Since 
n1 = £ e V £ 0 V 2 £ e . . . , 
there exists a unitary operator <I>: T i 1 —• H2(V) such that 
ф(Èv-Ч)=ï> (4 ) Л* (4є£). 
Similarly, there exist a unitary mapping <p+: £* —• D* such that 
^ ( I - V T * ) / i = F U ( * € « ) 
and a unitary operator <!>* : £ —• H2(T>*) such that 
n n 
Ф.(X>Ч*)=V>.(A,)A*. 
Let us consider the operator P(S)\7iL which is one of the forms of the character­
istic function. The operator 0 + : H2(V) —• H2(T>*) defined as 
0 + = ^ ( P ( 5 ) | W 1 ) ^ - 1 
is another form of the characteristic function. The bounded analytic function 
0 ( 0 ( A ) : V — D*) which is defined for |A| < 1 as 
0(A) = - T + D.+ ( A "
1 - T * ) - 1 D , 
is the third form of the characteristic function. The operator 0 + can be expressed 
as 
(6+ti)(A) = e(A)ti(A) ueH2(V). 
Let Ti e P(IYi),T2 e B(H2) be contractions. We use the notation 
T(Ti , T2) = {X: 7i\ —• H2 a bounded linear operator; T2X = NTi }. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. Let T be a contraction, let V be its minimal isometric dilation, 
let 0 be its characteristic function. Then T is similar to an isometry if and only if 
there exists a bounded analytic function A(A)(|A| < 1) such that 
A(A)0(A) = Ip 
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for all | A | < V 
P r o o f . Since 4> G 1{V\HL, S),<I>* G l ( V | S , S * ) the operator P ^ ) ! ^ 1 has a 
left inverse operator L G 2(V |c>, VJW 1) if and only if O+ has a left inverse operator 
intertwining the shifts S and S* on H2(X>) and H2(X>*), respectively. If the operator 
O+ has a left inverse operator A+ G 2(.S'*,S) then, according to Proposition V.3.2 
[1], there exists a bounded analytic function A such that 
(A+u)(A) = A(A)u(A) (u G H2{V)). 
It follows that 
A(A)6(A) = h (|A| < 1). 
On the other hand, if there exists a bounded analytic function A(A) (|A| < 1) such 
tha t 
A(A)O(A) = Ip 
then the operator A+ defined as 
(A+u)(A) = A(A)u(A) {u G H2{V)) 
is a left inverse operator to the operator 0 + and A+ G J ( S * , S ) . It suffices now to 
apply Proposition 6 and Lemma 7. • 
S I M I L A R I T Y O F COMPRESSIONS 
Let V G -9(K) be an isometry. The compression P{H)V\H on a V*-invariant 
subspace 7i is a contraction. On the other hand, it follows from the existence of the 
minimal isometric dilation of a contraction that any contraction can be obtained in 
this way. 
It is natural to ask when such a compression is similar to an isometry (i.e. what 
condition must the space 7i satisfy). In Proposition 6 and Lemma 7 two equivalent 
conditions concerning the space Ji are given. We will reformulate condition 1° from 
Lemma 7 in terms of an invertible operator commuting with V* and V-reducing 
subspaces of K: 
Let us consider condition 1°, i.e. there exists a closed V-invariant subspace Af of 
K such tha t 
nL + Jv = K. 
We will construct a Hilbert space 
K = ft1 e Af, 
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an isometry V on K and use the relation between V and V. We obtain an interesting 
representation of the space H with the required properties. 
Theorem 9. Let T £ B(H) be a contraction, V E B(K) its minimal isometric 
dilation with the Wold decomposition K = 7Z&S. Then the contraction T is similar 
to an isometry if and only if there exists a closed subspace A (1Z C A C K) which is 
V-reducing, and an invertible operator 0 E B(K) commuting with V* such that 
H = QA. 
P r o o f . Assume that the contraction T is similar to an isometry. According to 
Proposition 6 there exists a V-invariant subspace JV of K such that 
M + HL =K. 
Both spaces HL and AT are V-invariant. We now define the space 
K = {x®y]xeAT,yeHL} 
and the operator V: K —•  K, 
V(x 0 y) = Vx 0 Vy. 
We set M = {x 0 0\x E M}. The subspace M of K is V-reducing and SfL = 
{0 0 y\ y E HL } . Further, we define an operator A: K —> K as 
A(x <£>y) = x + y. 
If follows from the relation Af + HL = K that A is invertible. The spaces HL ,M 
can be expressed as 
HL = AML, 
M = AM. 
Since 
xeH<*(x, AXL) = 0&Amx£fi*>x£ A*~lM 
we have 
H = A*~XM. 
Since the operator A is invertible and AV = VA the isometries V and V are similar. 
Consequently, the unitary parts V\lZ, V\lZ as well as the shift parts V\S, V\S are 
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unitarily equivalent. In other words, there exists a unitary operator <l>: K —» K such 
that 
<l>ft = ft, 
4>S = S, 
V<t> = <&V. 
Consequently, we have also 
<t>*v = v<t>*. 
oo „ oo „ „ ^ ^ 
Since U = f] VnK11Z = f] V
nK the space 1Z can be expressed as U = 
n = l n = l 
~ oo ^ ,.. oo 
A - 1 A ^ = A" 1 f| A ^ K ^ A " 1 H VnK = A'ln. If we define 
n = l n = l 
A = <b*Af, 
0 = A*"1*, 
we obtain the required properties: A is a V-reducing subspace of K, % = 4>*7̂  = 
4>*A_1ft C $*A~lAf = &*N = A and 0 is an invertible operator on K commuting 
with V*. According to the definition of A and 0 we obtain 
n = A * - 1 ^ = A * " 1 ^ * ^ = ©A 
We have proved one part of the theorem. 
It is easy to see that M = 6 * ' U . Since HL + M = K the operator P(H)\N is 
invertible according to Lemma 5. It follows from the intertwining relation 
(P(H)v\n)(P(n)\Af) = (P(H)\X)(v\rt) 
that T is similar to V|0*-M. 
Suppose that there exists a closed subspace A of K which reduces V and an 
invertible operator 0 on K which commutes with V* and such that n = 6 A Let 
us define an operator X: Q*"1A —• 0-4 as follows: 
K = P(0-4)|0*-U. 
The space S*~lA is invariant for V since 
V0*-U = © - 1 VA c e — U 
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and, consequently, 
V(SA)L C ( 0 4 ) x . 
This inclusion can be rewritten as 
P(QA)V(1 - P(QA)) = 0. 
Restricting this relation to the space 0*~lA we obtain 
(p(SA)v\eA)(P(eA)\e*-1A) = (P(eA)\e*"1A)(v\e^-lA). 
If we set X = P(eA)\e—lA then 
TX = X(V\e*'lA). 
According to Lemma 5 the operator X is invertible if and only if 
(eA)L + e—lA = K. 
Since (QA)L = @*~lAL the above condition is clearly satisfied. So we have proved 
that T is similar to the isometry Vl©*"1^. • 
The assumption of minimality of the isometric dilation V of T does not play an 
important role. 
Let V G B(K) be an isometry, let TL be a V*-invariant subspace of K such that 




n = 0 
then Ko is the V-reducing subspace of K and V\Ko is the minimal isometric dilation 
of T. According to Theorem 9 there exists a closed subspace A of Ko C K which 
reduces V|Ko, and an invertible operator 0o commuting with (V|/Co)* = V*|Ko such 
that 
7i = 0 O A 
If we define an operator 6 : K —* K by the formula 
ek = eQP(Ko)k + P(K
L)k (k e K) 
then 0 is an invertible operator commuting with V* and 
n = eA. 
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So we have proved 
Corollary 10. Let V G B(K) be an isometry and H a V*-invariant subspace of 
K. Then an operator T = P(7i)V\H is similar to an isometry if and only if there 
exist a closed subspace A ofK which reduces V and an invertible operator G G B(K) 
which commutes with V* such that 
n = eA. 
In the preceding theorem subspaces reducing an isometry play an important role. 
These subspaces can be described in the following way. If a subspace A reduces 
an isometry V G B(K) then both operators V\A, V\AL are isometries. If 4̂ = 
SA 0 nA,AL = SA± ® n^± are the Wold decompositions of these isometries then 
K = s®n = (sA@ sA±) e (nA e nA±) 
is the Wold decomposition of the isometry V. Since V\SA is a shift operator the 
space SA can be expressed as 
SA = M 0 VM 0 V
2M 0 . . . 
where 
M = ker(V|c<u)* = ker V*\SA C ker V*\S =Ve VS. 
Thus any subspace A which reduces the isometry V has the form 
A = (M e V M e V2M ®...)®KA, 
where M is a subspace of the generating subspace V Q VS and 7^^ is a subspace of 
n which reduces V. 
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